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GOLD, SILVER OR
BRONZE
MEAL PLAN?
Any which way. youre dining like the Olympians did
Story by Jess James | Reporter

www.bgviews.com

University
responds to
faculty union
petition

Students can feast like Olympic champions any day of the week, courtesy of
University Dining Services.
Compass Catering, the same company that owns Chartwells and provides
dining services for the University, was the official catering supplier of the 2002
Olympic Winter Games in Salt Lake City, Utah. Compass is an international
catering service who has catered events for the PGA Tour, Wimbledon and
the Oscars.
Executive Chef Pat Hannan and University Dining Services Director Mike
Paulus, recalled their experience catering the 2002 Games.

Methods used by Faculty
Association called into
question by the state
By Hannah Nusser
Reporter

Ceremony
offers chance to
remember, bid
farewell

Mentor program seeks to raise funds through bowling
By Christie Kerner
Reporter

Senior Krista Davidson ordered
a large pepperoni lover and
extra cheese pizza. But this
pizza cured more than hunger
for Davidson; it was a meal she
enjoyed with the little sLster she
never had.
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Northwest Ohio provides mentoring relationships between
children and qualified adults.
"They help the child develop
into a more confident, competent and caring individual,"
Big Brothers Big Sisters Case
Manager Kendra Stewart said.
The organization's annual

door for two hours of bowling,
food and raffles. Every bowler
who collects $100 or more will
BOWL FOR
be entered in a drawing for
»>- *^V
1
KIDS'SAKE
an "Ohio Staycation," includWhere: Al-mar Lanes
ing various gift certificates and
overnight trips. While any bowlWhen: Saturday. Feb.
er who raises S100 from Wood
27 9:30 a.m. 11:45 a.m.
County will be entered into
1:30 p.m. and 345 p.m.
^^B
? ^ ^Si'k
another drawing for a suite basQuestions? (419)354ket from Baymont Inn & Suites
k
21131 bbbsnwo.org
in Maumee, Ohio.
The bowling will take place at
four different times Saturday.
"It's not about the bowling, it's
major fundraiser "Bowl for organization.
"It goes to maintain the about the kids," Vice President of
Kids' Sake," will take place this
Saturday at Al-Mar Lanes. Each matches and hosting activities," Programs Wendy Uilryard said.
team member will collect S30 Stewart said.
See BOWLING | Page 2
Participants are welcome to
or more in donations or $25 for
students to help support the pre-register or show up at the

VW * •'

By Hannah Sparling
Senior Reporter
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See UNION I

Before construction crews tear down
a 55-year-old building, those affected
by its presence will gather to say goodbye.
The Office of Residence Life is hostinga commemorative open house for
Rodgers Quadrangle from 10:30 am.
to 1230 p.m. Saturday, before the
building is demolished in March to
make way for a new residence halL
The event, located in Commons
Dining Room, is free and all are welcome to attend.
Lisa Ingram, coordinator for
the Office of Marketing and
Communications and part of a sevenmember committee planning the
event, said the open house has two
main functions.
First, she said, its an opportunity
to look back and remember the time
and the people from the"Rodgersera."
Second, it's a time to look toward and
celebrate the future of the University.
"For me, it's gong to be fun and
exciting, being part of the future of
BGSU," she said. "It's going to be a
little bit of a tearful good-bye for some
people, |but| it's really a time to be
excited and look at where we can go
from here."
Alumnus Tom Bosl spent the first
three years of his college career, from
September 1970 to June 1973, in
Rodgers. He said his years in Rodgers
were the most fun of his single life.
"We had some great times," he said.
"I could talk for hours about the parties, the pranks."
Bosl said residence-hall life was
different in the' 70s—Rodgers was an

^m^«\ ^

EMERGING ARTIST TAKES' THE STAGE

CROONER: Freshman Evan Shank performs an Of ignal song called "Whatever It Takes" during University Activities Organizations open mic night from his recently recorded sob album caled
See RODGERS I

■Trp of a Litetme'vvhidi is available on iTunes Shari is not sir^

University administration responded to the BGSU-Faculty Association's
petition for a vote for a union by filing a case of its own.
The case, filed with the State
Employment Relations Board Feb.
3, disputed the appropriateness of
the collective bargaining action proposed by the FA, citing factors such
as the desire of employees, wages
and hours, working conditions of
the employees and the effect of overfragmentation.
General Counsel Sean Fitzgerald
said the filing is just a disagreement
about views and is meant to spark
discussion throughout campus.
"This is an important issue for the
University," Fitzgerald said. "There
can be different opinions. There
should be different opinions. We're
a university."
Fitzgerald said the recent act is
part of the process provided by the
law.
"We're following the law," he said.
"Reasonable minds can disagree
about this issue and especially at a
university, those issues should be
debated by everybody, not just a
handful."
The filing stated, "while a bargaining unit consisting of tenured and
tenure-track faculty may be appropriate, combining such a unit with
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CAMPUS
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BG Olympian returns to
University ice rink roots
University students and community members welcome U.S. Olympian Ken Morrow
Saturday to the rink where his success on the
ice began.
Morrow, a University hockey defenseman
from 1976-1979. played on the 1980 Olympic
hockey team that defeated the Soviet Union
on the road to win gold.
Before the Falcons' hockey game Saturday.
a reception will be held in his honor at a
fundraising reception for the 'Bring Back the
Glory" campaign
Students and community members are
invited to attend the reception at 5 p.m in
the Mileti Alumni Center The event will cost
$40 per person (or $100 per person, including
a $60 tax-deductible gift to the campaign in
support of the University's Ice Arena).
The reception will include alumni, hockey
players and coaches.
Students can register for the reception by calling 888-859-2586 or emailing
respond@bgsu.edu.

For more photos from the event see page 3.
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Honors for senior athletes

Weekend brings film festival

University must reach verdict

The Falcon Film festival takes place

The back and forth over unionization at the

With three sports competing their final

this Satuiday with eight original films

University must find a solution for the benefit

home game on Saturday, the University

competing for awards such as Best Film, '

the student and faculty says columnist Kyle

Best Actor and Best Actress | Page 5

Schmidlin | Page 4
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will honor the careers of seniors in all
three sports
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What building do you think needs to be knocked
down?
JOELTBISEL
Senior. Music Education
"Eppler. It's in the way"

|P>gt4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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FROM THE FRONT PAGE

2 Friday February 26.2010

BLOTTER
WED., FEB. 24
2:56 A.M.
Conrad Chu of Allentown. Penn..
was cited for public indecency at the
Moore Music Building.
12:36 P.M.
Resident within the 200 block of
Napoleon Road was advised of a
loud noise complaint.
7:01 P.M.
Individual reported she has been
receiving vulgar phone calls every
Thursday night after 9 p.m. from
unknown male.

"It's not as if we're putting
plumbers and piano tuners in
the same union," he said. "We
think it's a tactic designed more
to delay things, because I don't
think the argument holds any
water that there are such great
differences between the two
groups of faculty."
Geoffrey Howes, FA vice
president, said the FA regards
all faculty members equally as

RODGERS

OLYMPICS

Ft,

all-male hall and most students
didn't have personal phones
or TVs — but what he remembers most is the a'lationships he

THU., FEB. 25

What: A commemorative open
house for Rodgers Quadrangle

From Page 1

When Saturday. Feb. 27. from
10:50 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Where: Commons Dining Room
Cost: Free

fumed.

2:35 A.M.
Individual reported unknown subject
broke the exterior part of his front
door within the 900 block of Klotz
Road

*

Ohio law does not permit
part-time faculty to be included
in collective bargaining. The
From Page 1
remaining full-time faculty is
non-tenure-track faculty is inap- divided by tenure track — the
associate, assistant and full propropriate."
"All we've done is triggered fessors — and the non-tenure
a debate ... if there has to be track instructors and lecturers.
a faculty union, what should
The FA believes all faculty memthat union look like, who should bers should be equal, and therebe covered by this contract?" fore a part of the potential union,
1 it/gerald said.
said FA President David Jackson,

UNION

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for trie
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

BGSU
TRIVIA
The BGSU football Falcons have
defeated this team more then any
other in MAC play
A. Kent State

C.

Bosl came to the University
from Cleveland. I IB said he didn't
know anyone at first, but soon
found a close group of about
eight to 1(1 SUN'S in Rodgers, some
with whom he is still in touch.
"I was kind of forced to make new
friends new relationships with
guys, and I'm glad I did," lie said.
Bosl. who now lives in
Perrysburg, is coming to
Saturday's open house with two
of his friends from college. He
said he doesn't know what to
expect but is just hoping to "stir
up some memories."
lill (iirr, dean of students, spent
her first 19 years at the University
woikingln the Office of Residence
life. She said she never actually
lived or worked in Rodgers, but
had a lot of interaction with students, residence advisers and hall
directors there.
Can- plans to sneakat Saturday's
event about the changes in
Rodgers, and campus life in general, throughout the years.
Rodgers has been a long-standing building, she said, but in the

end, it is only a building, made
of brick and mortar. Even though
it will be torn down soon, the
effect it had on students and the
University will remain.
"It's kind of bittersweet to see it
come down, but this is progress,"
she said. "The building itself didn't
create the memories, so those
will live on forever...Rodgers has
been a vital part of campus, but
we're moving ahead now?
Saturday's event will feature a
free continental breakfast, memorabilia displays, a slideshow and
a silent auction of framed artwork, RA signs and pieces of the
building such as mailboxes. Door
numbers will also be for sale on a
first come-first serve basis.
Ingram said she is expecting
150 or 200 people, but hoping
for more.
"Literally 50 to 60,000 people
could have lived in that building,
worked in that building" she said.
'We wanted to give Ithem] the
opportunity to come share tlieir
memories and say farewell before
it comes down."

BOWLING

"When it's nice out we would go
to the park sometimes," Meronk
said.
As a middle-childhood education major, Davidson finds her
little sister's advice helpful when
planning class for her students.
"I'm always asking her what she
thinks," Davidson said.
University and community
members have the opportunity
to help support those involved.
The times Davidson and
Meronk spend together provide
a personal testament to what the
organization provides.
"I wouldn't give her up,"
Davidson said.

From Page 1

higan

For Davidson, Big Brothers
Big Sisters means spending one
night each week watching movies, doing crafts, and going to the
park with her little sister.
"I've always wanted a younger
sister," Davidson said. "It's kind of
a time during the week I schedule
to have fun and just hang out."
I'ainting nails, making crafts
and day trips to Cedar Point over
the summer have been some of
ten-year-old Morgan Meronk's
fondest memories.
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"We ended up feeding 1.9
million people in 16 days,"
Paulus said. "Because it was
February and 9/11 happened
only four months earlier, the
boxed lunches we made had to
be shipped to a warehouse for
X- ray security checks."
In 2001, Paulus was the
Chartwells logistics director at
the University of Utah. He said
he was notified four months
before the Olympics arrived in
Salt Lake City.
"It was a long process
for Compass to book the
Olympics," Paulus said. "The
Olympic committee had housing facilities built on campus for the athletes that are
now residence halls at the
University of Utah. There were
so many people in Salt Lake
that Chartwells had to build a
temporary dining facility for
the students to eat."
The temporary dining facility was a six-story heated tent
equipped with a full-serviced
McDonald's and seating capacity for more than 1,000 people.
Chartwells provided breakfast,
lunch and dinner, seven days
a week during the Olympics.
Over 350 Compass employees
flew to Utah to help prepare
457,748 boxed lunches in 16
days. With a lot of people to
feed and limited room for food
storage, semi-trucks were con-

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

colleagues.
"I don't know whether the
purpose is to simply slow us
down or that they really want
to divide the faculty into tenure track and non-tenure track
faculty," Howes said. "I think
we've had this debate already
among the faculty. We heard
clearly from NTTF Inon-tenure
track facultyl who were interested that they wanted to be

part of the unit."
lackson said the recent
actions by administration are
not surprising, as similar scenarios have occurred at other
Ohio Universities during the
unionization process.
"It's really unfortunate that it's
sort of the standard piaybook
kind of thing to do rather than
taking the circumstances of our
institution," he said.

"If the Olympics approves of the same food
we have on campus it must be good. I didn't
know that Chartwells was as well known as
they are and honestly it doesn't surprise me."
Elizabeth Brooker | Sophomore

verted into portable freezers.
"We built plywood docks and
Sysco semi-trucks became
freezers," Hannan said. "We
had trucks that would pull up
to a dock on a side of a mountain. They had to have security checks at every venue, so
that was something not many
catering companies have to
deal with in the Olympics."
And Chartwells didn't only
provide services to the athletes and the attendants, but
they also fed the FBI, CIA and
President Bush.
"The Olympic village was
nothing but a chain link fence
with barb wire fences and M16s every sixteen feet," Paulus
said. "Bush flew on to campus
and to see the snipers on top of
the buildings was surreal."
Hannan was the corporate
chef for Chartwells during the
Olympics and shared his experience feeding the president's
secret service men.
"We were closing up shop and
getting ready to go home when
all the sudden, eight men in
black came around the corner,"
Hannan said. "One of the guys
came up to me, armed and

as intimidating as you can be
and said 'Do you know where
we can get a hot dog or something?' So 1 made up some
dogs and chili and we sat there
and swapped stories while we
were all sitting on milk crates."
Sophomore
Elizabeth
Brooker said it isn't surprising Chartwells catered the
Olympics.
"If the Olympics approves
of the same food we have on
campus, then it must be good."
Brooker said. "I didn't know
that Chartwells was as wellknown as they are and honestly it doesn't surprise me. I
' like the food way better than
last year."
While Compass' reputation
was already worldwide before
the Olympics, the publicity the
company received outweighed
the financial benefits.
"lust to say you catered the
Olympics is a major publicity move in itself," Paulus said.
"We really didn't capitalize too
much on the overall revenue
we received, but just the experience was somethingl'll never
forget."

DID YOU KNOW??

Butterflies taste
with their feet.
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• Close to BGSU
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Central Air & Heat
• No Pets
• Washer & Dryers (In 2 bedrooms)
• Sprinkler Systems
• ON Street Parking
5% off Market Rate

419-353-5800
1045 N. Main St
Bowling Green, OH 43402

meccabg com • into@meccabg com

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 15,2010
710 1/2 Elm St-Three
bedrooms, 2 baths $740.00
per month plus utilities Deposit
$740.00. Has a washer and dryer.
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/15/10-5/7/11.

629 Elm St. - Three bedrooms.
$885.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $885. Limit 3 people. Has
garage, washer, dryer, A/C. Lease
5/15/10-5/7/11.

146 1/2 Manville - One bedroom
upper. $420.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $420.00. Limit 2 people. Lease
5/15/10-6/7/11.

710 Elm St.- Three bedrooms.
$760.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $760.00 Has washer, dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/15/10-5/7-11.

722 Eighth St. - Three
bedrooms. $575.00 per month
plus utilities. Deposit $575.00.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/1510-5/7/11.

517 N. Summit-Three
bedrooms. $1,050 per month
plus utilities. Deposit $1,050. Has
attached garage.Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/15/10 - 5/7/11.

Available August 19, 2010
ALSO INCLUDED

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED

Two Outdoor Pools

Napoleon
Office ■

--

On-Site Laundry Facilities

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

24 Hour Emergency Maintenance

INCLUDED

New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances

BASIC CABLE

STOP BY
AND SEE US

Rent Payable Online

INCLUDED

No Appointments Necessary

Lease Renewal Bonuses

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE

Referral Award Bonuses

INCLUDED

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

Off Street & Guest Parking

WATER/SEWER/TRASH

Recycling Program

INCLUDED

winthrop@gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

Fewer Bills and a Better Value
1002 E. Wooster

(zoned 4 unrelated!

233 W. Merry

(zoned 4 unrelated)

All Available May Leases

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

714 Eighth #B.- Two
bedrooms. $680 00 per month plus
utilities. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Has A/C. Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11.

256. S-Colleq^A- Three
bedrooms. $750.00 per month plus
utilities. Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.

720 Eighth St. - Three bedrooms
$575.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit 5575.00. Limit 3 people Limit 3 712 Second. #A and #B-Two
cars. Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.
bedrooms in each unit $960.00 per
month plus utilities. Has dishwasher,
C/A. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
830 Scott Hamilton - Three
bedrooms, 2 baths. $925.00 per month Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.
plus utilities. Has A/C. Limit 5 people.
Limit 5 cars Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
P a milieswitj^hildrejnwe^
I new irony ^enRMdM CVMSDHI Slop in tro TCMQH Ofnc# for i

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. ixron from TICOBOIII
www.iohnnewloverealestate.com

• Large House - allows more
than 3 unrelated occupants
• Close to Campus

CAMPUS
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PLAYING IN THE PUB
Photos by Christina McGinnis | Multimedia Edit
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TIK TOK: Freshmen Dan Estrada and Keith Kanz perform Tik Tok" at open mic night
hosted by the University Activities Organization. "We just like playing," Kanz said. They
met their first week at the University through the Partners in Context and Community
LAST MINUTE PRACTICE: Freshman Keith Kanz practices outside The Black Swamp Pub before he performs at open mic night Thursday

program run out of Kohl hall.

Eight films fight for Falcon Film Fest awards
By Emily Tucker
Reporter

Falcon Film Festival

Saturday is not the Oscars, but
aspiring students treat the Falcon
Film Festival the same way.
The sixth annual Falcon Film
Festival is Saturday from 7-9 p.m.
It is free and open to the public,
hut there is limited seating. Eight
films will be shown.
The films shown at the festival are related to University life
and are normally seven to nine
minutes, said Tom Hofbauer, a
1981 University graduate and

WWW BGVIEWS.COM

Where: 101 Olscamp
When: Feb. 27
Time: 7-9 p.m.
The event is free and open
to everyone.

independent filmmaker.
Hofbauer has been a judge for
the Falcon Film Festival for the
past six years. He is returning to
judge this year's event.
Hofbauer said he had about
10 days to watch the films and
give them scores. While watching the films, he judged technical
aspects, acting, wardrobe, editing
and especially the credits.
"Credits are extremely important," Hofbauer said. "They seem
to get thrown away, and some
films do not even have any."
Hofbauer provides a different
viewpoint as a filmmaker, he said.
He concentrates on the technical
aspect of films, and he is willing

to help students if they want their
films critiqued.
Common problems Flofbauer
notices in students' films are the
sharpness of the picture, volume
of the actors' voices and length.
"Students do not edit tight
enough, which leads to scenes that
should have been cut," he said.
"Students seem to enjoy filming
scenes of other students walking,
and those are not necessary."
It is a treat to see a well-done
film when others arc not as good
as they could be, Hofbauer said.
He enjoyed last year's Best Film,
which he said was one of the best
he has seen in a while.
lohn Bernard, Trevor Gaskins,

Max Ickert. Ben U'ininger and
lesse Smuda created the 2009
Best Film. "Another Bowling
Green Day." The group wanted to
portray the University experience
in a musical.
They filmed in less than a week
wrote all the lyrics themselves
and pre-recorded the music said
Bernard, senior marketing major.
They also arc not film majors, which
they think shocked many people.
"No, we didn't study musical theatre or film, but that does
not matter," said Gaskins, senior
finance major. "The audience did
not expect that, which was great."
This year their film is called
"The Old College Try," where
I-eininger is the protagonist and
Gaskins the antagonist. It will not
be a musical.
"Our film is a little more traditional, and we are making up for
the lack of musical talent," Ickert,
senior Visual Communications
Technology major said. "We chose
trickier locations to film and tried
to challenge ourselves."

Report Fraud
If you suspect fraud or
if you cannot resolve a
consumer problem
on your own, file a
complaint with the
Ohio Attorney General's
Office by visiting www.
SpeakOutOhio.gov or
calling (800) 282-0515

u.
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"Public transportation for eveiyone

wvwrSp»*"0".tO«i">gov

STUDKNTMONEY

BGSU.

GLASS CITY
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419-3S3-PAPA
3

For fares and other Information call (419) 354-6203
wmv.bgohio. org grants transportation
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GUM

This weekend students are gearing up to throw on a harness and
compete in something out of the
ordinary.
Sunday. Feb. 28, a climbing wall competition will take
place from 3 p.m. to K p.m. at
the rock wall in the Student
Recreation Center. There are
still spots open, and freshman
Angel McFarland, Outdoor
Programs office manager,
said students don't have to be
skilled or experienced with
climbing to participate.
"Anyone can do it. If you have
two arms and two legs, you can
climb" McFariand said.
There is a S20 fee when students register and officials will
also ask questions to assign
students into levels that lit their
physical activity. The lev els rai lges
include Intermediate, beginners,
women's and advanced.

One hour advanced reservation required

^-^FEDERAL

tU S Mds St, lewhj

Outdoor Programs, said there

are two sections in the competition, bouldcring and top ro|x\
Bouldering requires participants
to compete in four boulder problems, but students have three
chances to complete it. In the
second section, top rope. points
can be won depending on the
how high up the wall participants
climb. Gabriel said the higher up
they climb, the higher the score.
We In >pc students gel the ability
to compete against one another in
a friendly environment and it gives
climbers a gotxl chance to meet
other climbers." Gabriel said.
Junior Shaun Buynack, marketing manager of the Outdoor
Programs, said everyone that registers receives a free T-shirt Prizes.
such as back packs, and tennis
shoes are awarded to the first:
second and tliird place climbers
of each bracket
"I think its going to be a lot of
fun," Buvnack said.

Ohio Relay Network: L8M4S0-01M

www.bgiu.tdu/tmms
419.372.2252

Lower
Delivery Fee
ONLY $1.50

leromc Gabriel, director of

Reporter

On BGSU Shuttle Route
Up to 5 People at NO EXTRA CHARGE
Dishwasher and Garbage Disposal
Full Basements
Washer and Dryer Unit
Patios & Grassy Areas Great Fro Cornhole
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Central Air & Heat
• Carports

Need a ride?
Call B.G Transit!
1-800-579-4299

Brought to you by:

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza ■»

By Nicole Cclcbrcnc

HILLSDALE APARTMENTS
3 BEDROOMS

FRUGAL
FALCON$

fc

Students climb to the top in friendly
competitive environment Sunday

Jxrtttont

1045 N. Main7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

Management Inc.
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"If the Olympics approves of the same food we have on campus, then
it must be good."
- Elizabeth Brooker, sophomore on Chartwells-run dining services [see story, pg. 1].

rtUrLE ON "THE jTREtT

What building do you think needs to be knocked down?
"The Mac It should
be built higher and a
lot of it is old. Give it
a facelift"

"The Centrex

RYAN PEYTON.

CONSTANCE DEES.

Sophomore,
Geography

Junior.
Middle Childhood Education

JOHNGRUBER.
Senior.
Musk Education

"Conklin. Make it

The Rec We need a

bigger'

new one."

CHANTAY WALKER.
junior.
Communication
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Building. What do
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they do there

Have your own take on

anyway?"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
^feedback at bgviews.com.

Faculty unionization issue must be
resolved for students' best interests
attract "better" professors to
the University. This is ludicrous
and entirely contradictory to the
notion of a union In any classic
sense of preserving the rights
and careers of those already
involved in the union. If anyKnee-jerk reactions are not thing, the presence of a union
— if it actually did attract profesalways the appropriate ones.
My own politics, coming from sors with more prestigious backa line of factory and blue-col- grounds — would be a threat to
lar workers, encourage me to faculty already here.
However, ifaunion is what facsupport anything which presents itself as beneficial to work- ulty want, a union is what they
ing people, the backbone of this should receive. Like so many
country. But the recent discus- working people in America, they
sion concerning unionization of have suffered layoffs, reduction
University faculty might not be in wages and disappearing benefits. Opposition from adminso easy to resolve.
fudging simply by letters to istrators, including Provost Ken
the editor and the online discus- Borland, has been more akin to a
sions, it seemsstudentsgenerally cornered badger than a thoughtsupport a faculty union. The poll ful, countenanced profession of
available online at bgviews.com having the students' best interhas. at the time of this writing, ests at heart.
The issue has been painted by
an almost-majority calling for
faculty unionization (45 percent, the administration as creating
an uncomfortable and unprowith four possible answers).
But this is almost counter- ductive power struggle. If a facintuitive. Part of the anger with ulty union formed and was able
current University administra- to oppose with any force the
tion stems from possible tuition decisions handed down by the
increases and salary hikes for top brass, it is argued, students
people like President Carol might suffer from any number
Cartwright. whose annual of misfortunes — stagnation
$375,000 has many enraged. Yet due to constant litigation and
one of the things a union would negotiation, weakened educasurely call for is increased ben- tional opportunities and maybe
even strikes.
efits and wages for faculty.
An obvious counter to this
Whether they deserve these
increased benefits and wages is argument is that there already
something I can't answer. I have is a power struggle, Faculty, or
no idea how difficult the job of a at least a significant enough porprofessor is. But if students are tion of them to make this an
angry about the tuition hikes issue, already feel they have no
now, just imagine how they'll real influence at the University.
feel when they find themselves There is the Faculty Senate, but
footing the bill for the salary this is apparently an impotent
raises of hundreds of faculty.
organization, unsatisfying to the
One argument I've heard put needs of many.
Undergraduate
Student
forward is that a union would

Government also plays an
interesting role in all this, in
that they haven't played much
of a role at all. Arguments on
both sides have been made to
them, but they haven't come
out and endorsed either side.
Whether this is cowardice or
thoughtful deliberation isn't
clear, lifforts to explain their
view, such as Thursday's letter
to the editor, amount to typical
politics — 300 words which say
virtually nothing,
But the USG decision to not
come out strongly in favor of
the administration or the faculty doesn't justify their virtual
silence on the matter as a whole.
For the 16,000 students at the
University, the only question that
matters with regard to a faculty
union is, "How will this affect
me?" USG's job — and they may
or may not end up doing it well
— should be to ensure that question is answered and the answer
is satisfactory.
However, the only answers
offered so far have been vague
statements of the kind offered by
Borland, when he says as he did
in the prepared comments published Feb. 18, if a union comes
to fruition, "A new bureaucracy
emerges, and there remains
little time and room left to be
proactive, creative and responsive to campus issues, academic
quality and student needs."
Such a situation would surely
be disastrous. What a shame it
is that, between the bickering
of administration and faculty
and the relative complacency of
USG, we pretty much find ourselves in it already.
Respond to Kyle at
lhenewsGPbgnews.com

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
New campus structures
worthwhile
'Editor's Note: Wiefollouring letter
is in response to Mike Tlmrau's Feb.
24 column, "Unionization efforts
applandable. USGconetemnable."
I think saying the Stroh Center is a
"superfluous building" is an ignorant statement. Sure, while on the
surface, building an athletic facility
like the Stroh Center seems to be
a diversion of University attention
from academics to athletics, it is no
such thing.
I actually transferred from
Belmont University after my sophomore year, and we had a similar situation. When Belmont built
the Curb F.vent Center, we had
many student protests that cited
the need to direct money towards
academics rather than athletics.
Because the facility was so nice,
we were able to host a multitude of
external events including the CMT

Awards and the 2008 Town Hall
Presidential Debate.
By building the Curb Event
Center, Belmont was able to raise
money and attract attention. This
subsequently raised the number
of applicants, allowing the university to become more selective.
This, in turn, attracted more qualified instructors. Because of the
increased revenues from tuition,
more qualified faculty and the
Curb Event Center, Belmont has
now unveiled a master plan that
includes the creation of many
new academic buildings, departments and so on. Essentially,
because of the decision to build
the Curb, a Belmont degree is
worth more than it was before
the Curb was built.
So. maybe next time before you
get bent out of shape about new
buildings that don't seem to serve
the purposes you have set forth as
most important, you will employ

some critical thinking skills about
why things are done the way they
are done. After all, I feel certain the
University administration would
like to keep some semblance of
job security, and making irrational
decisions does not seem to support
that vision.
On the other hand, I really did
appreciate your commentary on
the faculty union. It is unfortunate
the conditions at the University
have come to this, but it is important that the faculty's interests are
represented. You cannot blame the
administration for raising their own
salaries — they have to keep them
competitive because the student
affairs profession is a much different world than the faculty one. If we
don't attract good administrators to
the University, then it will be difficult to solve the issues facing the
University. And while it may seem
like they are not doing an adequate
job, problems of this scale cannot
be solved overnight.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

fly Ryan Parish, senior, Ulieral
Stiulies.
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Despite common stereotypes,
some men look for more than sex
By Paige Vigil
The Minnesota Daily
(University of Minnesota)
College News Network

Since I was old enough to start dating, my dad has warned about the
"tigers" of the world. He told me
to wear turtlcnecks to the beach
and to remember that boys only
have one thing on their minds. ()f
course, (lie 16-year-old version of
me who was hearing this naively
wanted to believe it was simply
untrue. As I have become older,
I have realized that my dad was
partially right.
As a grown woman, I find that
most men I attract are emotionally unavailable; they're either in
a relationship or just coming out
of one from which they still have
strings. Baggage is acceptable —
everyone has some baggage they
carry around — but these men
are different because the strings
are attached. In my past experiences, these men have made it
very clear to me that even though
they are emotionally unavailable
they are still physically available.
In my version of a happy ending,
my knight in shining armor never
had another princess that he had
to make it home to for dinner.
Of course, it would be ridiculous to label all men "cheaters,"
but their animalistic irtstincts are
undeniable. Most women have
caught a man's gawking eyes on
her chest or felt the swift slap of a
man's hand on her derriere. That
is not to say that women aren't
feeding into the cheating man's
fantasy. Many women enter into
an affair knowing that the man is
unavailable.
While we are all human, an
athlete recently put himself on
such a high pedestal that he
believed his celebrity could save
him from the consequences
cheating can bring. The infamous
golfer Tiger VVtoods (perhaps now
more appropriately "Cheetah
Woods") lias admitted to having

embraced his own temptations
outside of his marriage. It seems
as if Woods' image changed overnight. Before his infidelities, he
was not only known for his stellar
golf skills but also his squeakyclean image. Woods went on the
record Friday with a public statement in which he apologized to
his family, coworkers, friends and
admirers. The apology seemed
like a 14-minute insincere speech
that was carefully crafted by his
overzealous public relations representative.
When considering the topic of
cheating. I found it hard to grasp
the concept of why someone
would go looking for a different
version of what they.already have,
lb get a better understanding of
this, I anonymously interviewed
two male students who happen
to be in very different situations.
Bachelor No. 1 has a girlfriend,
and bachelor No. 2 is newly single.
Their opinions on die topic shared
little similarity beside the fact that
they both agreed that girls kissing
other girls is not cheating.
Bachelor No. 1 surprised me
with his answers. He presented himself as the type of man
women can feel at ease around.
He has never cheated, nor will he
ever cheat, unless ESPN reporter
lirin Andrews somehow finds her
way to his bed. He explained to
me briefly that the emotional and
physical aspects of a relationship
are equally important, so some
men, when one is lacking, will
look for it elsewhere.
Bachelor No. 1 believes a man
might cheat because he is looking for something better than
what he has or is simply bored
with his current situation. He
believes that a woman can drive
her man into someone else's amis
by not giving him enough space.
He seemed to understand that
all strong relationships are built
upon the grounds of communication, because that is how he
believes you can tell your partner

is cheating. When the grounds of
communication change, a red
flag should go off.
Bachelor No. 2 was significantly
more crass. Being a newly single
man. he admitted to being slightly out of practice with his pick-up
techniques, which seemed modest to me, as he began talking. To
this bachelor, cheating consists of
kissing and anything beyond, yet
dancing and cuddling seemed to
remain acceptable. When asked
if he has cheated, he admitted
to one discrepancy but remained
vague about the circumstances.
He did tell his partner because
the guilt was enough to drive him
into admittance, yet to my surprise, she stayed with him. He
explained that body language is
usually a sufficient indicator of
whether a woman is willing to
bear the walk of shame the next
morning.
Having previously been a
woman scorned, I have to admit
that being cheated on is a real
emotional drag. Having been
cheated out of a potentially good
relationship, I know 1 will never
jeopardize someone else's relationship in a similar manner. Not
only would I never want to be
someone's mistress, but I would
also never wish upon someone
else the empty feelings infidelity
put me through. Clearly, everyone makes mistakes, but I do not
believe that the saying "once a
cheater, always a cheater" is true.
I have witnessed many people
cheat and truly learn from it
I like to think my dad is right
about everything. The sports
team he chooses always wins,
and beets are delicious. He is
truly one of my role models. Yet,
1 have to admit all boys aren't the
one-dimensional sex machines
my dad would like me to believe
them to be. Cheating is wrong,
but (some) men have more on
their minds than what the perverted young male stereotype
may allow.
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Virginia couple's
German shepherd
found in Florida

Woman pleads
guilty in hammer
attack on husband,

NC man violates
probation to
appear on Springer

DELAND. Fla (AP) - A Virginia
couple has been reunited with their
German shepherd, which was found
hundreds of miles from home in
Florida Pamela Holt, of Stuart. Va.
says she thought DeLand Animal
Control Officer Gary Thomas was
playing a "mean trick" when he called
to say he found 18-month old Deacon
The dog had been missing since
December. The Holts thought their
dog had died

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - A 57-year-old
Salt Lake City woman acknowledged
hitting her husband in the head with a
hammer three years ago after blindfolding him and promising a surprise. Amy
Teresa Ricks pleaded guilty to seconddegree felony aggravated assault on
Tuesday. Prosecutors have agreed to
reduce the conviction to a third-degree
felony after Ricks completes probation

UNC0LNT0N.N.C.(AP)-A
North Carolina man was sentenced
to three days in jail for violating probation by leaving the state to appear
on "The Jerry Spnnger Show" The
Gaston Gazette reported Thursday
that Richard Peterson's probation
officer spotted him on the TV
program taped in Connecticut The
50-year-old man and his girlfriend
got an all-expenses-paid trip to
appear on the show, where Peterson
boasted about a one-night stand
with a stripper.

Deacon had a microchip implanted,
which helped Thomas track down the
Holts The couple arrived in Florida to
pick up Deacon this weekend

Prosecutors also agreed to let Ricks
seek expungement of the crime after
seven years.
Sentencing is set for April 19.
Ricks' husband suffered minor
injuries in the May 2007 attack Ricks'
defense attorney says the two are still
married but are separated.

A video clip shows Peterson
running around the stage dodging
swings Irom his girlfriend While the
couple fought, the stripper started
twirling around a pole. The stripper
and Peterson's girllriend then turned
on each other.
Peteison was on probation for
possession of marijuana and resisting an olficer. He was in the Lincoln
County jail Thursday A jail spokesman said Peterson had no listed
attorney.

Whale that killed its trainer won't
be isolated; interaction will continue
By Mike- Schn.id.r
The Associated Press

ORLANDO, Fla. — Trainers will
continue working with a killer
whale that grabbed one of their
colleagues and dragged her underwater, killing her, but SeaVvbrld
said Thursday it is reviewing its
procedures after tile attack.
People lined up to get into the
park a day after the whale named
Tilikum killed veteran trainer Dawn
Brancheau as a horrified audience watched. Tilikum had been
involved in two previous deaths,
including a Canadian trainer
dragged under water by him and
two others whales in 1991.
Killer whale shows are suspended indefinitely in Orlando and at
the park's San Diego location.
"\Ve have every intention of continuing to interact with this animal,
though (he procedures for working
with him will change," SeaWorld

said in a post on its blog.
Chuck Tompkins, who is in
charge of training at all SeaWbrid
parks, said Thursday thai Tilikum
will not be isolated from the
Orlando location's seven other
whales. Tilikum fathered some of
them and will continue mating
with others.
"We want him to continue
to be part of that social group"
Tompkins said.
Trainers will review safety procedures and change them as needed, but Tompkins said he doesn't
expect (he killer whale shows (o be
much different
"We're going to make any
changes we have to, to make
sure this doesn't happen
again," he said.
Brancheau, 40, was nibbing
Tilikum from a poolside platform
when the 22-fbot. 12,000-pound
creature reached up, grabbed
her long braid in its mouth and

dragged her underwater.
The Orange County Sheriffs
Office said Thursday (liar miners
trying lo help her could not get into
die w-ater because Tilikum was so
aggressive. They had to COBX him
into a smaller pool and raise him
before they could free her.
She likely died from multiple
traumatic injuries and drowning,
(lie medical examiner's office said.
I lorrified visitors who had stuck
around after a noontime show
watched Tilikum charge through
the pool with Brancheau in his jaws.
Tompkins said the whale was
lying in front of Brancheau when
her braid swung in front of him and
he apparently grabbed onto it
"We like to think we know
99.9 percent of die time what
an animal is doing," he told The
Associated Press on Thursday.
"But this is one of those times we
just don't know."
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"Home away from Home"
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

THE CORNER OF CLOUGH AND MERCER, ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

UNIVERSITY COURTS
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
One & Two Bedroom Apartments
• Generous utility package included
in your rent (gas, water, sewer,
trash & 77 channel cablevision)
• Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• Tenant Friendly
• 24 hour
emergency
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1520Clougr,St
Amherst Village

and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.

BG
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Better Pizza.

Pizza & Breadsticks

PUILISHID BVl
Office of Student Publications
214 Wen lull
Bowling Gieen State University
Bowling Green Ohio 41403
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$9.99

826 S. Main St

'J&M

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
2 Medium

$11.99

826 S. Main St | 419-553-,
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out of the water on a platform

VILLAGE GREEN
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SAVE BIG!

IT'S HERE!

ODD BRI
According to police reports, a convenience store clerk saw Deacon and
another dog running in tiaffic on Feb.
18 The clerk called authorities and the
dogs were taken to a kennel.
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THE PULSE

Get more Pulse at the

CULTURE SHOCK BLOG
See what Pulse bloggers have to say
about current entertainment trends at
www.bgviewsnetwork.com/pulse.
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or forever hold your peace

Deep-fried
fruit satisfies
sinful cravings

TWlT-PICKS
Twitter connects users, celebs
while redefining nature of social
networking

WWWIMDBCOM
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cop genre
allures

•

days to give insight or a quote like

Pulse Reporte'

"Avoid manifesting what you fear..

NOW, with just a quick text message. Twitter
members can let everyone know exactly what
is going on in their lives. Even if it's just sitting in sweats, devouring CheetOS and watching "Grey's Anatomy,'' it's till newsworthy for
Twitter,
I hi' new social networking Web site (sort
ofl has the masses talking, and it has taken
Hollywood by storm as well. It mixes the status
updates of Facebook, the profile designing of
MySpace and the ideti of updating through text
messages that keeps it alive.
1witter.com is a place to go to share updates
from time to time with "followers, "and to catch
updates from those a member follows.'' [witter
is a Web site.where anyone can post updates, or
"tweets,"' which can be anything that pops into
the mind ol the member, as long as it is under
1-1(1 characters.
Now anyone can also be updated by tweets
sent b) celebrities, which is the biggest distinction amongTwittcrand other social networking
sites.
Main celebrities have signed up on the
site, including comedian Stephen Colbert
(("StephenAtllnme), musician lared l.eto
((" jaredletol and actor Neil Patrick Harris
(("ActuallyNI'ID.
Rest assured. Twitter lias a way of guaranteeing celebrity tweets are real. On each profile, a
graphic at the top right corner reads, "Verified
Account, wan anting the tweets really are from
the celebrities thej sa\ they are from.
And celebrities have found a way to tweet
about anything.
Some find themselves posting pointless
anecdotes.
"Sleeping in your clothes is ideal. I always do
it. Then you're ready for yesterday or tomorrow,''
tweeted I all Out Hoy bassist, I'eteWentz.
Some even share late-night pondering!

SCHNEIDER

I his week sees the newest release
in the lung line of buddy-cop
Films, "Cop ilui." Tin1 genre has
done everything from clashing
cultures ("Rush Hour") to clash
nig species " Rimer and I looch"
and ihi' epically awesome "K9"),
and somehow these are always
entertaining. Either the chemistry isgreal and we gel "48 Hours"
in I eilial Weapon." 01 it's an till
ly hilarious, and that can be fun
too.
The draw of "Cop Out" is the
stars—the thought of alwaystough Bruce Willis having to
put up with the antics ofTracey
Morgan. So 1 thought in honor
ol the newest in a long line of
clashing partners, we could look
at some ol the more fun team lips
in cinematic history.
Probably the most epically bizarre duo would have to
be Dennis Hodman and lean
Claude Van Damme pairing up

in l!)97's "Double ream." As a

Sec TWEET | Page 7

child I always wanted to see this,
.mil honestly I think most ol that
has to do with Rodman's tie-dyed
hair on the cover. It these two are
not enough demented testosterone from the'90s though, Mickej
Ftourke plays the villain. Up until
his Oscar nomination tor The
Wrestler," this must have heen a
career highlight.
Next is another flashback from
the nineties, a tun little thriller
called "Sc7cn." Sure, most prohabl\ remember the psychotic
serial killer or the nihilistic and
soul i lushing mood, hut Morgan
Freeman and lirad I'ilt are pretty
solid as budd) COOS. I'ilt goes
into brash hothead mode with
Freeman, well, going as Freeman.
Cool, soothing voice and ready
for anything
Unfortunately their partner
ship was not meant to he, hut
imagine how entertaining it
would have heen if their characters got to team up for a lighthearted sequel more akin to
"Starsky and Hutch." Now that's
one classic that we will never
see.
Speaking truthfully, there are
too main classic duos to name,
hut I thought I'd end with one
more odd couple to get us reach
lot "Cop Out"
Bruce Willis
and Samuel I.. Jackson in the
seminal classic "Die Hard: With

Apolo Anton Ohno
(^ApoloOhno): For two hours
straight all the Olympian medalist
did was answer fans questions via
his Twitter before going back to
training on Monday. Feb. 22.

NEW TO THE FLOCK
latest celebrities to the trend
Lil Wayne ( ■ liltunwhi): Just
days before heading to jail for gun
possession. Weezy joins the social
networking site to connect with
fans.
Jesse Spencer ((-Jesse Spencer):
"And so it begins ... was the first
tweet from the actor who plays
Chase on TV's "House."

FLYAWAY

TAYIOH RICHTER
DESIGN EDITOR

The hardest part of my day is facing myself in the
mirror and coming to terms with my freshman 15
(and my sophomore 20 and my junior 25).
Considering the horrific things going on in our
world. I guess this little dilemma doesn't rank too
high on the things-that-are-actually-important list.
But similar to the way Main Street gets a little hazy
when you're looking at it Saturday night through
your beer goggles, my bedroom mirror seems to
become the fun house mirror from hell any time
my self-esteem is low and my pity-party-tnlerance
is high.
At times such as these, most would probably suggest I suck it up, wipe the snot off from under my
pathetically dripping nose and make a trip down to
the ol'Rec Center.
My vegan friend advocates less processed foods;
my meat-eating friend has been known to offer me
a bite of the half-eaten burger in his book bag. I've
tried everything from adding more fiber to using
less carbs, drinking more water to eating less sugar.
One time I tried to eat only fruit and protein shakes
land an entire bag of colored marshmallows when
my roommate wasn't looking).
At this point I bet you think I'm going to give you
a recipe for a healthy, and probably mcal-planfriendly. easy-peasy meal. Instead, let me introduce
you to my new favorite guilty pleasure: deep-fried
avocados.

worst celebrity Twitters
Lindsay Lohan (• lindsaylohan):
Not only does her profile picture
seem to be frgm a wild, drunken
night, she only tweets to deny
rumors about herself
Aaron Carter
(<• AARONCARTER7): His ego
shines on every single one of his
tweets, which makes you wonder
how this former child rapper
developed such a huge ego.

BIRDS OF A FEATHER

DEEP-FRIED AVOCADOS
a recipe for satisfaction
■ 1 cup of beer
■ 2 cups ol flout
■
■
■
■

A pinch of garlic powder
A pinch of salt
A pinch of pepper
Vegetable oil (enough to get about 1/4 inch
up the side of a pan)
■ 2 avocados

latest tweets from University
mascots

Freddie and Frieda Falcon
((• BGSUBirdi): Don't forget
about our beheading this Saturday!
Men's Bball ® 2-30 and Hockey <?
7:05. See you there :)!"

TWITTER TAKES FLIGHT
"Want to be a 2010-2011 bird?
Applications now available,

Start by pouring your oil into a pan and heating
it over medium-high heat. Mix together the beer.
Hour, garlic powder, salt and pepper. This is the
most important time to make sure the taste is right.
Once you like the taste, judge the consistency of
the batter. If it's too runny, add more Hour. If it's too
gloppy. add more beer. In the end, you should have a

remember, it's a secret..."

See AVOCADO

"Today is Freddie's 60th birthday!

Twitter now
comes in six
languages.

■ There are 50
million tweets
per day. an
average of 600
tweets per
second

Some 19
percent of
Internet users
now say they
use Twitter.

Eating lots of cake and celebrating
with family and friends!
"@michellebranch Thanks for coming to BG and I'm sorry if I scared
you from the front row! I just
wanted a good seat!"

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:
NO DRUGS FOUND: The full autopsy
report for Brittany Murphy was released
Thursday and revealed found no illegal drugs
in herbody The multiple medications found
in the star's body were taken to treat a cold.
Murphy's death was officially ruled an accident

ISLAND

a Vengeance." I he balance of

really do rely on each oilier in
the film and only through their
cooperation is it made engaging.
So Iracey Morgan, you have big
shoes to fill, bill as the list shows,
one way or another this will he a
fun film to experience.

best celebrity Twitters

He resurfaces every couple of

By Matt LiMM [•MattllMM]

BRANDON

What makes this workis that they

FOLLOW ME
Jeremy Piven (• jeremypiven):

viewers

humor, frustration and trust
worked to bring one of the most
etigagingteainson screen lodate.

Matt Liasse ca'ls out the best
and worst of the social site

Letter Grade: I
Rated: R. for disturbing vio-

Starring: Leonardo DiCaprio,
Mark Ruffalo. Ben Kingsley
and Michelle Williams

lent content, language and

Directed by: Martin Scorsese

some nudity

Runtime: 2 hr. 18 r

TONIGHT IN BG

SEE STORY ON PAGE 7

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

50 CENT SUED: Lastonia Leviston has
sued rapper 50 Cent for posting her sex tape
online without her consent. Leviston's former
boyfriend sold the video to 50 Cent who
edited himself into the video and then posted
it on his Web site.

Ii
TOMORROW NIGHT IN TOLEDO

Electronic rock at Howard's

A 'Zoo' is coming to Mickey Finn's

Rockabilly rocks out in Toledo Saturday

Howard's Club H will be hosting an electronic lock showcase tonight featuring
The Radio Broadcast, All Dreams Arrest.
Hai and DJ Tom Wade and H Sil. Doors
open at 9 p.m. with a $3 cover charge.

Detroit natives Zoo of Berlin will be playing the
stage at Mickey Finn's Pub in Toledo tonight. The
experimental rock group will be joined by Chicago
group A Fiiend Called Fire. The energetic. 18 and
over show will start at 8 p.m., tickets are $5.

The Notwalk rockabilly group Death By Rodeo will take the
stage at Mickey Finn's Pub in Toledo Saturday night. Death By
Rodeo incorporates rockabilly and punk to produce a rocking
show that is sure to get the audience moving. Tickets will be $5
and-$7 for the 18 and over show with doors opening at 9 p.m.

BODY FOUND: Vancouver police confirmed that a body believed to be that of
"Growing Pains" star Andrew Koenig was
found in Vancouver's Stanley Park.. The actor
has been missing since Feb. 14 after he failed
to make his flight home from Vancouver,

THEY SAID IT

"My hustle is just too crazy.
I'm trying to take over
the world!"
-Spencer Pratt

I* VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Martin Scorsese masters another Comics to
compete
film genre with 'Shutter Island' at Grumpy
ByJoshWh.th-rholt
Pulse Reviewer

Enthralling plot? Check. Dark
characters? Check. Plenty of
wild suspense? Double-check.
Director Martin Scorsese pulls
away from his crime-drama
niche to make the surprisingly
tense "Shutter Island," marking
the fourth pairing of Scorsese
and Leonardo DiCaprio ("The
Departed," "Gangs of New York,"
and "The Aviator").
Teddy, played by DiCaprio,
and his new partner, Chuck,
played by Mark ituffalo, are
sent to the Ashecliffe Hospital
for the Criminally Insane, an
Alcatraz-style psychiatric hospital on a remote island off the
Massachusetts coast. Teddy, a
World War II veteran still reeling
from the recent death of his wife,
heads up the investigation of the
disappearance of patient Rachel
Solando. a woman committed

TWEET
From Page 6

I

such as British pop star Lily
Allen's tweet that said, "Are infomercials slightly hypnotic, or is
it just me? I'm actually thinking about buying a Tony Robbins
DVD and something called an
Instyler."
"I usually enjoy Iblues musician] John Mayer's |@>johncmaye'rl tweets; they make me
laugh," said junior Abbi Fantozz
(@lDAbbill). "|1 also lovel when
(celebrity bloggerl Perez Hilton
|@PerezHilton| and (reality star]
Stephanie Pratt |<">stepnaniepratt] go at it."
Fantozz, who only posts a
new update two or three times
per week, said she hasn't gotten
completely sucked into the craze
ofTwitteryet.
"|If) I'm having a really exciting week, then it's more," she
said.
Others, such as sophomore
Sarah Rutz (@sarahlydiaa), find
themselves tweeting much more
frequently. Rutzhasbeena member of the Web site for almost a
year and recently reached her
15,000th tweet.
Rutz said she finds the growing popularity great, and hopes
for more.
"I love that all my Ifavorite]
bands and that some of my
friends are on it," Rutz said.
Not only recreational, Twitter
also serves to help businesses
and struggling celebrities.
"Twitter allows me as a comic
to connect to fans from all over
the world," said comedian Loni
Love (@LoniLove) through a
direct message on Twitter. Love
is most well-known for her guest
starring role on El's "Chelsea
Lately" and VH1 specials.
"I share jokes, news articles
and do it all under 140 characters," Love said.
Other comedianshavejumped
on the bandwagon, with Twitter
helping them network where

AVOCADO
From Page 6

batter that is thick enough
to grip the avocado without
becoming too heavy on the
slices. Let this stand while
you peel the avocados and cut

for murdering her own children
and is suspected to still be on
the island.
After meeting the hospital's
head man, Dr. Cawley, played
beautifully by an almost creepy
Ben Kingsley, Teddy and Chuck
canseenoteverythingatthehospital is up to snuff. Interviewing
Rachel's fellow patients reveals
darker mysteries on the island,
sending the marshals on a trip
into the dark and twisted world
of the island's most violent and
heinous offenders.
When a hurricane hits the
island, knocking out both electricity and walls, the chaos
unleashed allows for the disturbing, intense drama the
film's huge amount of advertising promised. The confusion
allows Teddy and company
access to the elusive Ward C,
where Teddy's life before Shutter
Island clashes with his current
world.

Scorsese uses a safecracker's
touch to provide a great amount
of suspense that will literally,
pardon the client*, keep you on
the edge of your seat. The characters are set up masterfully to
keep an equal amount of mystery and familiarity throughout so that while we get close
to Teddy, we never really know
what he will do next.
The ending is not exactly the
most original in the world, but
Scorsese ultimately pulls it off,
not throwing it in the audience's
face like some Shyamalan flop.
Instead, he allows the end to
unfold naturally and keep you
virtually confused right up the
credits.
"Shutter Island" probably will
not follow up Scorsese's last
theatrical release, the Academy
Award-winning "The Departed",
but it certainly marks yet another film genre he has mastered.

oming shows will be held or just
share friendly jokes.
"Vitamins turn my pee yellow. Wondering if Lucky Charms
will turn it rainbow," tweeted
comedian Michael Ian Black
(@michaelianblack).
"If only I could be as passionate about sit-ups as
I am about Twittering,"
tweeted Heather McDonald
((» McDonald Heat her), another comedian who appears on
"Chelsea Lately."
But it's not all just play. There's
work to be done, too. Different
CEOs have found their way to
Twitter in order to better their
companies.
The CEO and co-founder of
Biggby Coffee, who makes himself known online as Biggby Bob
((p'BiggbyBob), uses the site to
talk about promotions, events
and new drinks at the coffee
shop.
"ITwitterl lets me talk to customers with no corporate filters,"
Bob tweeted.
Musiciansandpoliticiansalike
have made their way to Twitter.
While people can catch
Britney Spears ((5>britneyspears)
post pictures from her Candies
clothing line photo shoot, they
can also hear President Barack
Obama ((^BarackObama) speaking about the current health care
debate.
Whatever the vice, Twitter
serves a different purpose for all,
and it comes fully equipped with
a new age language all its own
and a set of punctuation rules
that will drive any English professor wild.
"We did it! #WeLoveGaGa is a
trending topic on Twitter today.
The world loves @LadyGaGa!
And 1 love you all for Re-Tweeting
#WeLoveGaGa!"
Go ahead. Read that sentence
again. Believe it or not, there are
actually no typos in this quote,
and it is actually a real sentence
put together by Perez Hilton,
speaking about the pop musician Lady GaGa.

What he's saying is simply put
into terms perfect for people on
Twitter, but only for them.
"1 still get confused with the
lingo," said junior Megan Pucci
(@mpucci), who has had a
Twitter account for months. "It's
hard to learn what all the different symbols mean, but I had
people explain it to me."
By putting the symbol & in
front of a friend's screen name,
it assures they will receive the
tweet that mentions them. Using
the symbol » makes the words
(without spaces) clickable, and
members can see who else on
Twitter uses that phrase.
In Hilton's tweet, he mentions
Lady GaGa, and is speaking to
the fans who have also posted
the phrase "#WeLoveGaGa,"
making it a trending topic for the
day. Trending topics is the area
of the site that lists the different words and phrases that are
mostly posted that day.
Twitter also has special days
like "musicmonday, where
members list what songs or artists they are listening to that day.
and #followfriday. where members can share with the rest of
the Twitter world who of their
friends deserve more followers.
Twitter brings together everyone from journalists such as
Rachel Maddow (@maddow).
athletes such as Shaquille O'Neal
(@THE_REAL_SHAQ)andpopular talk show hosts such as Oprah
Winfrey (@Oprah) and Ellen
DeGeneres (@TheEllenShow).
The site also allows the tweets
of the listed people to come
straight to any cellular device in
text message-form. By clicking
"Settings" at the top of the home
page, members are allowed to
set up their mobile phones to
send and receive tweets.
So, during the commercial
breaks from McDreamy and
McSteamy, Twitter assures that
someone can keep conversations going with plenty of people,
all while keeping the Cheetostained fingertips intact.

each into six wedges.
In general, the colder the
avocado, the easier it will stay
together during this whole
process. Also, the cooler
temps help the batter stick
the best. You'll know your oil
is ready to go when a splash of
water dances on the surface.

Dredge each piece of avocado in the batter, shake off
any excess and drop into the
oil. These things cook up
really fast, so keep a watchful
eye on the level of brownness
you've got going on. Flip each
avocado once before fishing
it out with a slotted spoon or
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Dave's Pub
By Andy Ouritl
Senior Reporter

Aspiring comedians will have
the chance to be treated like
professionals for one night.
Inside loke Productions will
host the Best in the Midwest
AmateurComedyCompetition
at Grumpy Dave's Pub on
Friday. April 23. The first of If)
performers are scheduled to
hit the stage at 9 p.m.
The contest is open to any
amateur including University
students, said Tim Hoyt, operation and acquisition manager
of Inside loke Productions.
The winner will receive S100
in cash. Second and third places will receive $40 and S20 gift
certificates to Grumpy Dave's
Pub located above Easv Street
Cafe at 104 S. Main St.
A fee of S5 is required for all
entrants.
Steve Sabo, owner of Inside
loke Productions, said the
competition will give nonprofessional comedians the prospect to test their comical skills
in front of a live audience.
"It's an opportunity for
somebody that hasn't done
comedy before, |or] has only
done comedy a couple of
times, to actually get some
stage time," Sabo said.
The winner will be decided by a panel of three judges,
one of which will be a random
audience member. Grumpy
Dave will be the tie-breaking
vote if necessary.
Sabo said the winner will
not be guaranteed a comedy
deal or future shows. Yet, that
night's comedy champ will be
awarded professional advice,
such as writing and presenting
advice, in hopes to get show
time in the future.
For more details contact Inside loke Productions
at 419-866-1642 or e-mail
ssabocomic0aol.com.

GET YOUR HEAD IN
THE GAME
As a professional comic. Sabo
knows what makes or breaks a
comic on stage. Here are some
tips Sabo offers to help aspiring
comedians for the competition.
■ Prepare. Make sure you ve
done your stuff over and
over and over again so you

■

■

■
■

know it. Once the light hits
you. it's a whole different
world.
Don't second guess yourself.
If you think its funny, it probably is.
Don't freeze or panic. If the
audience doesn't like the first
joke, go on to the next one.
Make eye contact.
Don't take it too seriously.
It's fun.

a pair of tongs.
I'd suggest allowing each
deep-fried gift from God to
drain off a bit of that oil onto
a piece of paper towel or recycled brown grocery bag. That
way. you can tell your reflection in the mirror that it's not
as bad for you as it seems.

•
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SCHMITZ
From Page 8

"As a program, we take great
pride in being fundamentally
sound." Schmitz said. "If you
come out to watch our team,
you're going to see a blue collar
team. They come out and work
wry hard and play very hard."
Schmitz emphasizes the
impnrtanci'cilplayingthegamcthe right way. lie does not get
caught up in gaudy numbers or
sabermetrics (the analysis of
baseball through objective evidence). To Schmitz. it ail boils
down to three things— pitching, defense and hitting.
BG's most glaring weakness during last weekend's
series against Louisville was
its untimely errors. Defensively,
Schmitz wants to see his team
making more routine plays.
"We kind of shot ourselves in
the foot a couple of times and
we made nine errors in three
games," Schmitz said. "Most
of those errors were on routine
plays, so we have to do a better job of making the routine
plays."
Although the Falcons
dropped all three games to
Louisville, they have a shot
at redemption this weekend
against a very good University
of
Kentucky
program.
Kentucky 13-01 is ranked No. 29
in the country according to the
National Collegiate Baseball
Writers Association. They
recently won the 2010 Caravelle
Resort Invitation by posting
wins over Virginia Tech, West
Virginia and Coastal Carolina.
Schmitz knows the bats will
come around sooner or later,
and this weekend will bcagrcat
opportunity for BG to show it is
the same team returning seven
of the nine starters that hit .345

last year.
"We just need to stay within our strengths and that's
the alley-to-alley approach.'
Schmitz said. "We struck out
25 times last weekend. That's
too many."
Schmitz credits some of
his team's poor hitting last
weekend to impatience at the
plate— a trap many teams fall
into early in the season.
"The guys get anxious early
in the year." Schmitz said. They
want to kind of see how tar they
can hit the ball. That usually
doesn't work out very good."
Baseball is a long season,
and Schmitz sees no need for
concern so early in the year,
last weekend's series was the
first action the squad has seen
outside this season. Ohio's poor
winter weather has sequestered the players indoors for
practice.
"We don't use that as an
excuse, cither." Schmitz said.
"We havc/a wonderful indoor
facility, but I know as we get
more reps outside, we're going
to start clicking in all three of
those phases."
Schmitz's belief, in strong
fundamentals and a blue-collar work ethic has been the key
to success in his l!l seasons
as BG's head coach. This year
should be no different.
BG is set to take on Kentucky
at 4:00 p.m. today. Games
two and three will follow on
Saturday and Sunday at 1:00
p.m. The three-game series
will be a good opportunity for
Schmitz's players to work on
sounds fundamentals and gelting into a rhythm
"The more reps we get tintside, the more lat-batsl we get
out there, the more fly balls,
ground halls, the better we're
going to become," Schmitz
said.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
Management Inc.

419-353-5800

For Rent: Studios, 1, 2, &3 bedrooms
With Some Properties Featuring:
On BGSU Bus Shuttle
Close to Downtown
Close to campus
Allow a small pet (etfra $)
Stop in fpr a listing or call to set up a showing
j&.«»..-,ii^
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For seniors in three Falcon sports, Saturday at home will be their

/.

Mens hoops face
division leader again

Spartans come to
BG for final series

By Scan Shapiro

By Paul Barney

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

By Ryan Satkowlak
Reporter

With a first-round bye already clinched, the
BG women's basketball team looks to earn the
outright Division title when they host Kent State
this weekend.
"We're really excited "for the bye, that's the
first goal so you don't have to play four games
in the MAC tournament," BG coach Curt Miller
said. "We possibly could be a three seed, which
makes the game with Kent State so important."
At 22-6,12-2 in the Mid-American Conference

Forthe second timeinthree days, the BG men's
basketball team will be hosting a first place
team from the Mid-American Conference
East division.
After Wednesday night's 75-69 defeat to Kent
State (21-8 overall, 11-3 MAC), the Falcons will
now shift gears toward Saturday's 2:30 p.m.
matchup with Akron - who after defeating
Buffalo on Wednesday, is also 21-8 overall and
11-3 in the MAC.

After a rough year as a whole for BG hockey,
the team prepares for its final regular season series of the year before the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association.
Coming off a sweep of Notre Dame, including their first regulation win against the Irish
in five years, the Falcons will take on the
Michigan State Spartans, who are tied for
second in the CCHA standings, in a home.i i id in in it- series.

BG looks to clinch
division against Kent

See EAST | Page 9

See HOCKEY | Page 9

See AKRON | Page 9

Track team set to run in
the MAC championship
THE WINTER
OLYMCKS

Sabrina
Forstein

By Brad Frank
Reporter

The 2010 Mid-American
Conference Indoor Track and
Field Championships are this
weekend and the Falcons have
been excited about it for quite
some time.
BG coach Cami Wells isn't
downplaying the importance
of this meet.
"This is the meet we train for
in the indoor season. It's our
biggest meet of the season to
this point. So we're excited for
it; we have been for some time,"
she said. "We're excited to get

The viewers' guide
to NBC primetime
coverage
Compiled by Becky Tener
Campus Editor

TONIGHT
Watch American
short-track
speedskater
Apolo Ohno
try for his third
medal in 500
meter race.

Will compete
in the MAC
Championships

going, as healthy as we can be
at this point."
The MAC Championships is a
two-day event and the Falcons'
first meet away from home
this season. The Falcons have
one team title and a runner-up
finish in four home meets this
See TRACK | Page 10

ENOCH WU I THE B6 HEWS

SPLITS: The BG gymnastics team will look to win their seventh straight meet this weekend as they had to Kalamazoo

Despite small stature, gymnasts
putting up large numbers

SATURDAY
Check out men's
curling gold and
bronze medal
games.

By CJ Wation
Reporter

SUNDAY
See the final
chapter of
these games
unfold with
the celebratory
Closing
Ceremonies.

This season's gymnastics team
roster is the smallest Kerrie Beach
has coached at BG.
However, the numbers the
Falcons have been putting up
this season are a lot bigger than
their lineup.
This week, the Falcons
face familiar opponents in
Western Michigan and the
University of Illinois-Chicago

as they travel to Kalamazoo,
Mich, for the second time
this season. The difference is
this time BG is putting more
on the line against the two
opponents — a five-meet win
streak, in fact.
"Our confidence is good right
now," Beach said. "We don't talk
much about the win streak. We
take one meet at a time. During
the week we watch video and look
at things to improve upon so the
team can focus on getting better

and look at areas to work on."
BG took down Western
Michigan 192.625 to 190.900 on
Jan. 31, in BG's second straight
win of the year. A week later BG
faced Illinois-Chicago and put
up its highest scoring total of
the season, defeating the Flames
193.300 to 192.750. Following the
two meets, BG took down MidAmerican Conference foes Ball
See GYM | Page 9

Schmitz preaches basics,
as team head to Kentucky
By Jujtin Onilow
Reporter

Danny
Schmitz
Won his 500th
career game last
season

In baseball, there are as many
styles and strategies as there
are pitches in a game. Head
coach Danny Schmitz seems to
have all the strategy he needs
narrowed down to one thing- 500-career wins mark.
Credit it to what you will, but
and it works.
Last season, Schmitz Schmitz has it all figured out.
did something only five Winning games and building a
Mid-American Conference solid program is not just about
baseball coaches have ever statistics and talent.
done. After a victory at the
See SCHMITZ | Page 7
University of Michigan last
March, Schmitz eclipsed the
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Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG Now sports on Twitter

Relay team sets school record

UIC too much for Falcons

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a twitter, follow us

At the MAC Championships in Oxford, Ohio the relay

The women's tennis team will go head-to-head with

department on Facebook Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

team of Meg Richardson, Emily Bennet, Vicky Yu and Emily

Cleveland State this evening, as the they look to bounce

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sport

Waller finished sixth with a school record in the 800-yard

back from a loss to University of Chicago. First serve is

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

freestyle. The touched in at a time of 72327.

scheduled for 7 pm
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CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

POST UP: Senior Tara Bieske looks lo find an open shol against Buffalo earlier this season.

EAST
From Page 8
Ihe Falcons can claim the East
Division title for a sixth straight
vcarwithawinover second place
Kent State (18-8.11-3 MAC).
BCi MOD the first meeting on
the season, 89-(il at Kent back
on Ian. 16. hut since the loss Kent
State has gone9-l with their lone
loss being to Eastern Michigan
on Feb. 6.
Most recently the Flashes held
on to win 67-64 over Akron this
past Wednesday, something
they hope will get them into the
top four of the MAC standings,

earning a first-round bye.
"These games are tough
games," said Kent coach Bob
Lindsay. "Akron is a very wellcoached team, and they played
really hard, and we had to
respond to that to get a win. I
thought we did that, especially in the second half. We did
enough to get the win."
So far this season theC.olden
Flashes have juggled their
lineup several times, with all
but one player on the roster
having started a game so far
this season.
laniilah Humes has been
a constant contributor for the
Flashes, starting 24 games and

HELPING OUT: Marc Larson (right) Do«es out while Jamai Crawford drives to the hoop against Miami

averaging just under 30 minutes
per game. Humes has also averaged a team high 3.9 assists and
is second in scoring with 13.9
points per game.
I'aisja lories has been on
the receiving end most of
Humes assists, and has contributed a team-high 15.1
points per game.
The Falcons will counter the
Flash attack with their balanced
offense, which islcad statistically
by Lauren Prochaska and Tracy
Pontius. In a win over Buffalo on
Wednesday night. Pontius and
Prochaska struggled but len Uhl
and Tamika Nurse stepped up
scoring 20 points apiece.

AKRON

B(i shot just 20 percent from in the MAC East with just two
the field in the second half and games remaining, the falcons
28 percent for the game, com- (14-13. 6-8 MAC) bid at a secFrom Page 8
mitting 21 turnovers that led to ond consecutive MAC regular
season title is all but gone, but
Along with Kent State. Akron 28 Akron points.
The Zips also shot 61 per- winning (he MAC Tournament
has clinched a first round
bye in the upcoming MAC cent in the second half to pull at Quicken Loans Arena is still
away for the win, and much like in order.
Tournament.
"For us, we want to give ourWinners of eight of their last Kent State's 75 percent shooting
10 games, including six straight effort in the second half against selves the best chance to he
in the MAC, the Zips arc led by the falcons on Wednesday, BG in a position to win a MAC
Jimmy Conyers and Brett and coach Louis Orr realizes that Championship, maybe not
Chris McKnight, who are aver- his Irani can't allow a single a regular season championaging 11.6, 10.7 and 10.8 points half of basketball dictate the ship Ibecause] that's out the
window, hut get lo the |MAC|
per game in conference play, outcome of a game.
"Teams are going to make Tournament and anything
respectively.
Akron will be looking to their run. [but] you have to can happen." Orr said. "We're
take the season scries from the light fire with fire." Orr said. all playing for something
Falcons, as the Zips handed BG "When teams step to you, you now, and the learn that wauls
a crushing 71-45 loss on Ian. 9 at have to step back. We can't stay it the most for 40 minutes or
more is generally going to be
Rhodes Arena in the conference on our heels"
Five games out of first place the team that wins."
opener for both teams.

GYM
From Page 8
State and Eastern Michigan to
add to their hot streak.
During the five-meet streak.
BCi has remained undefeated
in the MAC. Currently, the
Falcons are atop the conference standings at 4-0 — just
ahead of Kent State who holds
a conference record of 3-0.
For this meet, the results will
have no bearing on conference standings for either BCi
or Western Michigan.
"This match will not count
towards our record in the
MAC; SO our goal is to focus
on achieving a higher total to
defeat Western Michigan and
Illinois-Chicago," Beach said.
Western Michigan comes in

this week 3-11 over, with a 1-4 — en route lo winning her
record in the MAC. Despite third all-around this season.
the unimposing record, the Beach explained how imporBroncos are coming off of tant it is to have a great alltheir second-highest scoring around gymnast like Guy for
meet of the season against the Falcons.
"Bre (Ciuy) is very important
Central Michigan — their
highest scoring meet was lo our team." said Beach. "She
against the Falcons.
consistently hits on all four
Illinois-Chicago hasn't seen events for us."
Coach Beach went on to
much success so far this season either. They come in with explain howGuy has had some
a 1-9 overall record. Despite bumps and bruises along the
losing the meet, the I lames way hut she hasn't let it bring
fared well against B(i this sea- her down. The coaches have
son. Similar to the Broncos, found a training system for
the meet with the Falcons was her to utilize during the week
also their highest scoring total so that she can maximize her
performance and remain a
of the year.
Breanne Guy put on an force to be reckoned with durimpressive showing last week ing the meet.
The meet is scheduled
against Eastern Michigan
where she posted a score for Sunday at 1 p.m. in
of 38.925 — a season best University Arena.

RYANPIR0G

SKATING:'■ •

kates through a par of defenders in a game earlier this season.

HOCKEY
From Page 8
While the Spartans are fighting for the first round bye in
'the CCHA playoffs that comes
with being one of the top four
seeds, the fate of the Falcons is
entirely unknown. They know
they will be on the road next
week, but not where.
They can still finish last in
the standings, if they are swept
by the Spartans and Western
Michigan sweeps Ferris State.
The Falcons can end up playing anyone who is currently
second through eighth place in
the CCHA. including Michigan
State. As of right now, the Falcons
would play Northern Michigan.
"The approach is that we still
have points at hand, and we
arc concerned about us and
only us," interim head coach
Dennis Williams said.
While Friday's game will
be played at Michigan State,
the two teams will return to

play at the BGSU Ice Arena on
Saturday.
It will be a special night for
both the team and the community, as it is senior night,
and it also marks the return
of former BCi defensenian and
1980 United States Olympian
Ken Morrow.
"It's going to be a big day
for us, but we can't look past
Friday." Williams said.
The Spartans boast one of
the top offenses in the CCHA,
averaging just over three goals
per game, as well as a strong
defense, allowing 2.44 goals
per game.
"They're having a great year
in the standings, and they
have some terrific players up
front," Williams said. "Their
power play is clicking and they
have been playing with a lot of
confidence.
'
"The biggest thing we have to
do is play in their zone, keep
it below the circles, cycle the
puck and get pucks to the net."
The Spartans have one of the

FALCONS vs.

top players in the country in
forward Corey Tropp, who has

20 goals, tops in the conference,
and 20 assists, tied for tenth in
the conference, in 34 games.
His 1.18 points per game is second in the CCHA. He also has
five game-winning goals.
Michigan State also has one
of the top defenscmen in the
league in Jeff Petry, who is
tied for second in the CCHA in
points by defensemen with 25,
I goals and 21 assists.
The Falcons will rely heavily on goaltender Nick Eno,
who was superb against Notre
Dame, allowing four goals in
the two games and slopping
93.7 percent of the shots he
faced, including 38 of 39 in
Saturday's shootout win.
"We have to play on all cylinders (his weekend to make
sure we can get six points,"
Williams said.
Friday's game at Michigan I
State starts at 6:05. The game I
at the BGSU Ice Arena on
Saturday starts at 7:05

The BGSU icers host the nationally-ranked Spartans for SENIOR
NIGHT 2010 to close out their regular season schedule...be there!

877-BGSU TICKET i BGSUFALCONS COM
fflSU|STUDENTSFREE^f*
^WimSTulENT I.D.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27 - 2:
tiBffSTATE~

The BGSU women continue their push toward a SIXTH consecutive
MAC Championship when they host the Golden Flashes for SENIOR
DAY 2010 in Game 1 of a FS Ohio-televised doubleheaderl

i. . BGSU STUDENTS FREE
""-".^WiTH STUDENT I.D.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27 - 7**^
BGSU ICE ARENA

FALCONS va. Akr»
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27 ANDERSON ARENA

FALCONS vs. #12 Michigan State

R8LL AUNG!
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>

ANDERSON ARENA
The BGSU men host the Zips for SENIOR DAY 2010 in Game 2
of a FS Ohio-televised hoops doublehcader be therel
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STICK TOGETHER: The BG track learn runs as a group in a meet earlier this season.

TRACK
From Page 8
season.
Points will be hard to come by
this wi'cki'iul. ;i« Wells says, the
meet will be very challenging,
"We expect
some very
strong competition in every
event," she said. "We just
warn in get there and have
everybody give theii best
effort and fight for points
just like we have all season."
lid's top performers this
SCMMin have been senior pole
vaulter Sabrina Forstein and
freshman sprinter leanette
Pettierew,

Forstein broke the school
record earlier this season and
now owns the top-two marks
In school history. Her best mark
this season is good enough for
eighth in the MAC currently.
I'ettigrew has won the fiO
meter dash in every meet she
has competed in this season.
Her best time of 7.61 seconds
currently ranks fifth among all
MAC athletes this season.
Forstein and most of her
teammates have a lot of veteran experience on the conference championship stage,
but the key for Pcttigrew
and the other freshmen is to
approach this meet just like
any other. Wells said.

The BG N
Classified Ads
419-372-6977
I in- BG Ncw> will not knowingly
accept advertisements thai discriminate) or encourage discrimination
.m.inisl ,m\ indiMilu.il or gioilp oil

ihe basis ol race, wxi color, crood
religion, national origin, sexual ortcntaiion. disability, status H .I wet*
eran, <>i on the basis <ii any other
legal!) protected status.

Campus Events
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday. March 3. 1 tam-3pm.
Student Union Ballroom

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exf 174
"NEED MONEY NOW?!"
START in March!
Work outside with TruGreen.
S8/hr guaranteed!!
"Weekly bonus as well"
Work Mon-Fn 4-9pm & Saturdays.
Work till end ot the semester
"Must have good communication
skills and neat appearance."
Apply at TruGreenToledo.com
or call Kris at 419-874-1945. #3
BAR STAFF WANTED
Waitresses, door. DJ's w/ exp.
Bartenders must be 18yrs.
Call 419-836-3232 after 6pm.
DANCERS WANTED
Make big SSS last.
no exp necessary, will train.
Make own schedule, must be 18yrs
No house fees.
call 419-836-3232 after 6pm.
MIKES PARTY MART
A popular, fun. friendly, family owned
business in BG has 2 part-time sales
clerk positions avail 12-22 hrs/wk
Must be friendly, neat, honest, dependable, good work ethic, desire
steady employment thru the year &
be avail weekends & some week
nights Apply Wed 3'3 8 Thurs 3/4
between 8am-4pm at 834 S. Main,
BG (Located in Big Lots Plaza)
419-352-9259
Now hiring lor shift supervisor,
exp req. PT & closing shifts.
Apply at 425 E Wooster St. BG

"The more you can stick to
your routine that you're comfortable with and that has
brought you success to this
point, the better you're going
to be at this point by not letting the surroundings and
the competition level change
their individual approaches,"
Wells said.
Last season BG placed 11th
and had 10 athletes set new personal records. Akron has won
the last five women's indoor
conference championships.
The meet begins at 10 a.m.
today at Central Michigan
University in Mount Pleasant,
Mich. The women resume competition Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
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Have status
Less adorned, as walls
Wordless singing style
Land parcel unit
Big gig venue
Heading tor a chore list
Devotee of a Sistine Chapel
feature?
Charles Lamb's nom de plume
Sixth sense, briefly
Carnival city
Portage vessels
Devotee of green ice cream?
Final furniture coat
Round at the tavern
Pennsylvania Dutch group
Buddy of Tom and Dick?
Important time
Pop choice
Numbers after the decimal point
Top of the glass
out: barely make

Meet event
Suit toppers
Vacation option
Sushi choice
Send into exile
Special lingo
Arbiter with a whistle
"Bambi" doe
Oater landowners
Workers with pads
Punctuation in play
dialogue
French farewell
Best man's offer
Joyce's countrymen
Like a screened porch
Tower city
Leave high and dry
"Two mints in one"
sloganeer
Confront
"No harm done"
River where baby
Moses was found
Artist Matisse
Rock star Clapton
Insurer's exposure
Metal band's
equipment

40 Tadpoles' milieus
41 Like fresh celery
42 Capital where "Aida"
premiered
43 Trained animal's repertoire
44 Devotee of thunderstorms?
48 Idolizes
49 Fish eggs
50 In the style of
53 Hand, in Juarez
54 Devotee of a classical
language?
58 "Beg pardon"
59 Express a view
60 Uncooperative contraction
61 Annoyed
62 Looks after
63 Stopping points

VOTED BEST PIZZA 16

37 Vending machine
feature
38 Place to hold
mutineers
40 Cracker spread
41 Inhumane
42 Auto trim
43 Rare orders, perhaps
44 Eastern priests
45 Potato source
46 Casualty
47 Nine-to-five routine,
to many
50 Ringer of many bells
51 Allow to use for a
while
52 Creative fields
55 Class clown, often
56 Anchovy holder
57 Be in the hole for
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RAIGHT YEARS

PISHN€LLO'SE SKABOUT
UR SPECIALS!
FR€6

203N.Moin
Opan Weekdays 4PM.

*U.V6BV 352-5166

$0 50 Minimum

e our coupon menu al
isaneltos.com

• Lunch Fri. • S>tt - Sun

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Play Sports! Have Fun! Save Money1
Maine camp needs counselors for
all land, adventure & water sports
Great summer! 888-844-8080. apply:

'"Avail now 1 & 2 apts.
Eft low as S275
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p

3BR house, very well maintained.
W/D, dishwasher. 3 person max
occup. Avail May, $6757mo + util.
Call 419-601-0781

Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 10-2. M-F.
www.bgapartments.com

martenrentals.com
Click on listings, then call
419-352-3445, hours are 9-9

SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS!
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym tloors
Starts when school is out tor summer
to middle of Aug Work consists ol
operating equipment, including floor
buffers and floor sanding machines.
Also measuring, laying out & painting
game lines, art work & applying gym
floor finish. We thoroughly train you
in all phases of work. Job pays S8/hr
w/ approx 40-50 hrs per week, flex,
hours. Must be punctual, reliable and
willing to accept responsibility
Contact Joe Koch at 419-340-6270
or tax resume to 419-825-1714.
The City of Bowling Green
Family Aquatic Complex is seeking
Assistant Managers, Lifeguards.
Pool Attendants, Swim Instructors,
WSI Instructors and a Swim Program
Director, to join its summer pool
staff Pay range is S7 30-S11 OOrnr
based on position. These are PT.
temporary positions without fnnge
benefits. Must be able to work a
flexible schedule including evenings
and weekends through August
Interviews and hiring begin in early
April, however applications will be
accepted through May 28th. 2010.
Resumes alone are not acceptable
Interested persons must complete an
application in the City of Bowling
Green Personnel Department,
304 N. Church St.. BG, OH
Mon-Fri trom 8am-4:30pm.
Applications also available online at:
http //www bgohio org/departments/
personnel department/employmenlopportunities
Telephone: 419-354-6229
ore-mail: BGPersonnel@bqohiopro.
AA/EEO

For Rent

12 month leases starting May 2010
.122 N. Enterprise - 1BR. S380/mo
322 E. Court- IBRapt.
$440/mo includes all util.
230 N Enterprise - 1BR. S370/mo
420 S. Summit - 2BR. 1ba. $430/mo.
125 Baldwin - 3BR, 2ba. S885/mo
604 5th St - 3BR, 2ba, $870/mo
837 3rd St - 3BR, 2ba, $870/mo
847 2nd St.- 3BR, 2ba. S900/mo
Call for August available rentals.
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

'"10-11 sy. leases/apts, houses, efts
930 E Wooster avail Again 6 bdrm.
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p
1 & 2 BR apts. close to campus,
available NOW. May & August.
Call 419-708-9981
2 rooms for rent In house, utils incl.
Furn. rooms w/ TV, W/D. clean &
quiet, $250/mo Larry -419-354-6117
2BR apts. 4th St. pets OK, reduced
price. S490/mo +gas/elec. water incl.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
2BR home, near campus,
newly remodeld, avail May 2010.
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882.
3 BR apts. recently updated!
619 High St, BG Available May.
Small pets OK. call 419-308-3525.
3 BR house. 404 S College
S600/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

Chariestown Apts.
710 & 730 Scott Hamilton,
spacious 2BR. new kirchens,
S600/mo, call 419-352-4380
Charming Houses:
119 Troupe - 3BR, 2 baths,
screened patio, SI ,200/mo.
212 Crim - remodeled 3BR, 2 baths,
great room, $1,150/mo.
225 Summit - 3BR. 2 baths,
garage & carport, $1,000/mo.
Call 419-352-4380.
For rent - modern house, 850 7th St,
close to campus, 3BR, 2 baths, A/C.
Call 419-353-5078.
Highland Management
Now leasing for 2010-2011 sy.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Call 419-354-6036, M-F, 9am -3pm

Retired teacher will share private
home in BG. 4 BR. 2 firepl, all appl,
S350/mo + all util, call 419-352-5523.

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www bgviews.com

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU.
ShamrockBG.com 419-354-0070

MidAm Apts
1 & 2 BR - $500/mo including heat.
641 S 702 3rd St, & 839 4th St
Call 419-352-4380

Sub-leaser needed, May-Aug.
Own BR and bath, S304/mo +elec
Call 937-597-5858

NEW REDUCED RENT
HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
May Lease 2010-2011
133 1/2 S College - 3br 2 ba S895/m,
824 5th St. - 4 br 2 ba S1000/mo.
4 people allowed.
August Lease 2010-2011
308 S. College - 4 br 2ba $1050/mo,
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

2010- 11
School Year
Listings Available

3 BR townhouses. lease for 2010s/y.
Scott Hamilton St, 4th St & 5th St.
Clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
3BR house t util. avail 5/15/10.
3 room ettic incl util, avail NOW,
1 rm studio apt incl util, avail 7/15/10.
2BR apt *utll. avail 8/15/10
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773.
3BR. each w/ private full bath,
close to campus, $950/mo
Call 419-708-9981
Avail Aug. 2010, all upgraded.
large houses, call 419-308-2458.
3 Bedroom houses
227 E. Reed • $1000/mo.
606 Fifth St - $900/mo.
131 N Church -$750/mo.
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -$750/mo.
3 BR apt: 443 N Enterprise -550/mo
1 BR apts: 112 Ridge St - 350/mo.
& 443 N Enterprise - $300/mo.

321A E Merry-4 BDRM
146th S College

211. 307 & 311 E Reed 3 BDRM

& MORE!
Houses, Apartments,
& Efficiencies
Alt next lo Campus
- Blocks from Downtown
Free Internet

419.353.0325

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2BR Apts Avail. May or August,
$490/$500 « util. 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

rjiuLi'uas*
For advance tickets & showlimes visit

cinemark.com
or call I BOO FANDANGO • EipCodc I432K

CINEMA!) *

UHIt! MAIimi BUOitt 4PM SIM ■ 411 OdT WtSOAt 57 V)
swum mu*uurfr»m vauo ID, sue

419-906-4729
•WE DELIVER*
Come see why oil executives
fly all the way from Houston, TX
to inhale Speedy Burrito by the pound!
WWW.SPEEDYBURRIT0S.COM

534 S. College St. $725
532 Elm St. $850
1002 E. Wooster St. $1200
(zoned for 5 unrelated people)

M fm Kino «o» *» Ms * «w*rt««d' SMCM I l aim rin
Mfe| fn. |Mft 5. *> * to wan MIH •»") 'ft S*. I V*
Snowrmes Z'levro -1*10
♦ SHUTTER ISLAND (No Passat)
*(12 30) -3 45 6 50 OSS
♦ OEAR JOHN [PG-13)
'(12 00) '(2 35) -5 10 7 45 10 20
♦ CO" OUT (R| (No PatMl)
•(11 45) -2 20 '4 55 7 30 10 05

♦ VALFNTINE'S DAY
*(12 35] -3 50 e 55 10 10
♦ PERCY JACKSON AND TMf OLYMPIAN!
|PG| (NoPMMS) '(12 45)'3 55 6 45 9 30

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

3 BDRM

315 E Merry (Up & Down) 3&4 BDRM . ■

• Three/Four bedroom
duplexes and houses

